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Abstract
Immersion optics enable creation of systems with improved optical concentration and coupling by taking advantage of the
fact that the luminance of light is proportional to the square of the refractive index in a lossless optical system. Immersion
graded index optical concentrators, that do not need to track the source, are described in terms of theory, simulations, and
experiments. We introduce a generalized design guide equation which follows the Pareto function and can be used to
create various immersion graded index optics depending on the application requirements of concentration, refractive
index, height, and efficiency. We present glass and polymer fabrication techniques for creating broadband transparent
graded index materials with large refractive index ranges, (refractive index ratio)2 of ~2, going many fold beyond what is
seen in nature or the optics industry. The prototypes demonstrate 3x optical concentration with over 90% efficiency. We
report via functional prototypes that graded-index-lens concentrators perform close to the theoretical maximum limit and
we introduce simple, inexpensive, design-flexible, and scalable fabrication techniques for their implementation.

Introduction
Harnessing the plentiful solar energy reaching the earth

via photovoltaics will play a major role in satisfying our
future energy needs in a sustainable way. One promising
approach is concentrated photovoltaics1, and several ways to
achieve concentration are being used in the field2,3- Fresnel
lenses4,5, mirrors6,7, parabolic concentrators8,9, secondary
high-index optics10, waveguides11–13, immersion lenses14,
surface nanotexturing15. The majority of these require active
tracking of the Sun as they have to face the light source
within a few degrees. Some of the above are passive con-
centrators, i.e., do not need to track the Sun, however they
still offer modest acceptance angles that do not span the
available 2π steradians. We present a passive concentrator
device, AGILE (Axially Graded Index LEns)16. Henceforth,
this immersion graded index optical concentrator is written
as AGILE in the manuscript. AGILE does not need solar
tracking and follows the cosine projection maximum limit,
concentrating light incident on it from all angles.

The AGILE allows for non-pointing (i.e., removing the
need to track the Sun) concentration systems which
reduce the amount of photovoltaic (PV) material required
but also efficiently absorb diffuse light. Light scattering is
present due to cloud cover and atmosphere; and diffuse
light can be as high as 20% even on a sunny day17. Figure 1a
depicts how light is concentrated in the AGILE con-
centrator. Light rays incident from the entire 2π ster-
adians enter the larger aperture with refractive index (RI)
of 1, curve towards the normal via refraction along the
height of the cone in the axial gradient RI, reflect from the
sidewalls, and reach the smaller output aperture with high
RI, e.g., silicon with RI ~ 3.5, without need to track the
light source. Figure 1c portrays the AGILE concentrator
array system, made up of the repeated unit shown in
Fig. 1b, that absorbs all the incident light and hence
appears dark. Video clip of the AGILE array system is
attached in the supplementary material. In this video, the
AGILE does not have metallic reflective sidewalls so that
the graded index material can be visualised. AGILE allows
near perfect antireflection and coupling, encapsulation,
space for circuitry and cooling, and conformal design.
These immersion graded index optics can also realize
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applications in areas like light management in solid state
lighting, laser couplers, display technology etc.

Comparison of different concentrator designs
Ray tracing simulations were performed with the software

FRED. We performed simulations to compare optical con-
centration efficiencies of cone geometries with different RI
profile fills. All the concentrators simulated in Fig. 2 have the
same geometry- the input diameter is 3.5, the output dia-
meter is 1, the height is 5, and the interior sidewalls of the
cone are optically reflective. These are dimension-
independent simulations in the ray domain, i.e., in the
regime where the device dimensions are several times larger

than the wavelength of the incident light. Details of scale
invariance are presented in appendix A in the supplementary
file. The angle of the incident ray array, theta, was swept
from 0 to 90° in one plane as the structure has rotational
symmetry. Figure 2 shows the cone geometries’ optical
concentration efficiency, i.e., light transmission to the smaller
output aperture versus incidence angle compared to the
cosine theta theoretical maximum, i.e., projection limit when
not tracking the light source. The results show that the
concentrator that is air filled, homogeneously filled with
RI= 3.5, or homogeneous filled with RI= 3.5 along with a
lens-top reject a substantial amount of the incident light. In
contrast, an AGILE with a linear gradient index from

Incidence angles
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the normal
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Axial gradient
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Reflective
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PV area saved and
space for circuitry
and cooling

Light concentrated on the receiver without
tracking the source

Fig. 1 AGILE (Axially Graded Index LEns) concept and concentrator array system vision. a Depiction of the optical concentration action,
b repeating unit of AGILE, c concentrator arrays with built-in anti-reflection and encapsulation, no need for tracking the source, and spatially
separated PV cells which have advantages of reduced PV material use, hence lower cost with space for cooling and circuitry.
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Fig. 2 Ray tracing simulations for different concentrator designs with different refractive index profiles for comparison. AGILE with
theoretical refractive index gradient from 1 to 3.5 tracks the upper bound limit for passive concentrators well (cosine projection maximum) and
concentrates light across the incidence angles
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ambient to the detector material (i.e., RI from 1 to 3.5)
concentrates light close to the theoretical limit. In these
simulations, Fresnel reflections at the top surface are not
included in most curves unless denoted in the chart legend,
as an antireflection thin film can be added at the top surface.
However, as seen in the curves where Fresnel reflections are
included, the AGILE is unchanged, while the lens-top and
high-index filled cones have reduced transmissions.

The AGILE theoretical concept
While designing optical concentrators, the constant

brightness theorem18–20 imposes strict limits. The theo-
rem says that the optical power-flow per unit of area and
solid angle cannot be increased through a passive optical
system: luminance is invariant. Stated this way, the the-
orem is not complete and higher luminance (formerly
described as brightness) can be achieved inside a high
refractive-index (RI) material, as seen in optical immer-
sion techniques in microscopy and lithography21,22.
Mathematically, due to conservation of etendue in a
perfect optical system, the concentration (C) in a 3-D
optical concentrator can be expressed23,24:

C ¼ ain
aout

� �2

¼ noutsin;outð Þ= ninsin;inð Þf g2 ð1Þ

where ain and aout are the radii of the input and output
apertures, nin and nout are the input and output refractive
indices, and ∅in and ∅out are the input and output
acceptance half angles. RI is denoted as n(z) in the
equations. In solar concentrators, if we consider the input
RI is unity and the output spread half angle as 90°, the
equation reduces to C ¼ nout=sin;inf g2. Here, ∅in is close
to 90°, so the concentration of the device:

CAGILE ¼ n2out ð2Þ

equation 1 states that optical concentrators accepting all
incidence angles are not in violation of the constant
brightness theorem, provided that the area reduction ratio
is less than or equal to the square of the ratio of RI from
input to output. In this paper, we show that concentration
at this limit (C ¼ nout=ninf g2) can be achieved by
gradually changing the RI from near unity in air to a
high RI at the output. Extending Eq. 2, the RI
continuously increases from input to output, while the
area (A) of the concentrator decreases such that:

Z
A x;y;z0ð Þ

n2 x; y; zð Þdxdy ¼ constant ð3Þ

where x and y are the transversal coordinates, z is the axial
coordinate, A is the cross sectional area, and n(x,y,z) is the

RI. For a circularly symmetric structure of radius r(z) and
a RI that is only a function of z (i.e., RI constant at each z
plane), Eq. 3 can be written as

n zð Þ � r zð Þ ¼ constant ð4Þ

with Eq. 4 fulfilled, the number of electro-magnetic modes
is constant along the height of the concentrator at each z
plane; however, that condition in itself is not sufficient to
ensure concentration. It is easy to find examples of
structures that fulfill Eq. 4 but fail to concentrate light due
to reflections from the sidewalls, e.g. jagged or discontin-
uous sidewalls or abrupt index variations. Therefore, the
design challenge is to find concentrator shapes and
corresponding index profiles that allows the electromag-
netic modes of one layer to effectively couple to the next
layer without unacceptable reflections.
Consider r(z) and n(z) as the sidewall and the index

profiles respectively along z (height of AGILE). K is a non-
zero constant and h is a dimensionless parameter that gives
the height relative to the input radius, height = hK. n1 and
n2 are the input and output indices, with boundary condi-
tions: r 0ð Þ ¼ K

n1
; n 0ð Þ ¼ n1; r hKð Þ ¼ K

n2
;& n hKð Þ ¼ n2. By

using n(z)*r(z)=K (i.e., Eq. 4) and setting the curvature, i.e.,
second derivatives of r(z) equal to a constant ε, give the
analytical solutions. By defining the second derivative as a
constant, the solutions would have parametric continuity
‘smoothness’ of the order ε2. Hence, this approach elim-
inates n(z) and r(z) that are unphysical and discontinuous.
Different family of curves (i.e., complementary sidewall and
index profiles) that create the AGILE design can be found.
The analytical profiles for n(z) and r(z):

nðzÞ ¼ 2n2hK

z2n2ϵhþ z 2� n2ϵKh2 � 2
n2
n1

� �� �
þ 2hK

n2
n1

� �� �

r zð Þ ¼
z2n2ϵhþ z 2� n2ϵKh2 � 2

n2
n1

� �� �
þ 2hK

n2
n1

� �� �
2n2h

ð5Þ
We have mainly simulated and fabricated concentrators with
linear sidewalls. For ε= 0, r(z) is linear and n(z) is hyperbolic:

n zð Þ ¼ n2hK

z 1� n2
n1

� �� �
þ hK

n2
n1

� �� �

r zð Þ ¼
z 1� n2

n1

� �� �
þ hK

n2
n1

� �� �
n2h

ð6Þ
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Height optimization
The aim of the height optimization is to design a short

device to save material and weight, while maintaining
efficiency. AGILE device is scalable in the ray-domain
(i.e., as long as the concentrator geometry is several times
larger than the wavelength of light). Details in appendix A
in the supplementary file. Scalable here means the con-
centrating phenomena of the AGILE works in the same
way even if the geometry is increased or decreased by a
scale factor. In other words, if we scale the Cartesian
coordinates by a common factor, the ray paths are
unaffected. The consequence of scale invariance is that
the characteristics and therefore the performance of a
particular AGILE is purely determined by the height to
input diameter ratio. In appendix A, we show that: (1)
reflections in the AGILE are scale invariant and (2) the
ray tracing equation in the gradient index of the AGILE is
scale invariant. Therefore, the height optimization study
is also scalable. Shorter AGILEs are lossy, and efficiency
increases as the AGILE gets longer. One of the main ray-
rejection mechanisms is from the sidewalls of the top
corner area of the AGILE. As the height of concentrator
gets shorter, the corner angle gets smaller. The refractive
index gradient inside the AGILE in the corner area is not
large enough to bend the rays before they are reflected
out by the sidewall. The combined effect of the small
corner angle and not enough index variation in this space
is that rays escape out of a short AGILE. A tall AGILE
gives a large corner angle and hence near-perfect light

capture. In reality the longer the AGILE gets, the larger
the material transmission losses and greater the number
of reflections/bounces; hence, there is a limit to how long
the AGILE should be made. Another source of loss, apart
from non-ideal height of the device, could be abrupt
index variations. Reference25 reports that in inhomoge-
neous media, even if the ΔRI (i.e., difference between
largest and smallest RI) is large, as long as the RI slope is
equal to ΔRI/(2λ) or smaller, the reflectivity is negligible.
However, there is an abrupt limit around ΔRI/[(1/20)λ]
where reflectivity increases sharply. In AGILE, the RI
slope is 5 orders of magnitude lower than the abrupt
limit. The index variation happens gradually over a large
distance when compared to the wavelength in AGILE, so
this abrupt limit, where reflections from index variations
become significant, is not reached.
We use ray tracing simulations performed with the

software FRED to find the optimum height as shown in
Fig. 3. Both in simulations and in experiments, we
focused on structures with linear sidewall geometry.
Every curve in Fig. 3 is created from several simulations.
Each point represents a particular AGILE device of a
specific height, concentration, and index variation, and
the point value gives the integration of transmission
across 0° to 90° incidence angles compared to the input
light, i.e., overall performance across all angles for a
particular geometry. This process repeated for different
heights made a curve for one concentration and index
variation combination. Each curve is based on about
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Fig. 3 Efficiency (E) vs height (H) graph is created using ray tracing simulations. Curves represent the concentration capacity of AGILE, i.e.,
efficiency, with respect to height for different geometries and refractive index ratios. A ~ 1:1 aspect ratio of height to input diameter of the AGILE
structure, where the efficiency curve plateaus to almost 1, ensures a good compromise between maximizing concentration efficiency and
minimizing device height. A generalized design guide is found in Eq. 8
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400 simulations. In Fig. 3, the upper bound is the max-
imum efficiency of 1 (all light incident on the input
aperture reaching the output). The ‘height to input dia-
meter’ ratio dictates the efficiency, as this ratio controls
the sidewall angle and hence the retention of rays inside
the structure. Accordingly to Eq. 3, the number of Suns
concentration factor (i.e., the area reduction ratio) of
6.25, 12.25, and 20.25 are chosen to be less than, equal
to, and greater than the square of index variation (3.52

and 4.52) in the simulated AGILEs, to evaluate how these
curves differ from each other. For all the simulations the
input diameter is the square root of the concentration
and output diameter is 1. For the 6.25 Suns AGILEs the
input diameter is 2.5 and output diameter is 1, for the
12.25 Suns AGILEs the input diameter is 3.5 and output
diameter is 1, and for the 20.25 Suns AGILEs the input
diameter is 4.5 and output diameter is 1. Height is nor-
malized with output diameter of 1. For the various
curves in Fig. 3, the efficiency almost reaches the max-
imum of 1 when the height of the simulated device is
approximately equal to the input diameter. For example,
for the curve ‘12.25 Suns, n 1 to 3.5’, a height of 3.15 with
input diameter of 3.5, i.e., height : input diameter of 0.9,
gives an efficiency of over 98%. A ~ 1:1 aspect ratio of
height : input diameter of the AGILE structure, where
the efficiency curve plateaus to almost 1, ensures a good
compromise between maximizing efficiency and mini-
mizing height.
Figure 3 curves represent the concentration capacity of

AGILE with respect to height for different geometries and
refractive index ratios. All the simulation data in Fig. 3
closely follow the Pareto function of the form:

E ¼ Emax 1� 1

1þ aHð Þb
 !

ð7Þ

with a and b as constants, H as height, and E as
efficiency that approaches its maximum value Emax,
which is the smaller of 1 and M ¼ nout

nin
= rin
rout

, as height
gets large, where nin and nout are the input and output
indices, and rin and rout are the input and output radii.
Here height is denoted as ‘H’ and is different to the
small ‘h’ parameter used before in Eq. 6. As described in
Eq. 3, when the area reduction ratio, as in the
concentration factor, is equal to the square of the
index ratio, the AGILE is at its optimum performance.
This optimum performance is shown as the ‘design
guide’ fitted to the height optimization data for ‘12.25
Suns with n varying from 1 to 3.5’ and ‘20.25 Suns with
n varying from 1 to 4.5’, where M = 1. The ‘12.25 Suns
with n varying from 1 to 4.5’, ‘6.25 Suns with n varying
from 1 to 4.5’, and ‘6.25 Suns with n varying from 1 to
3.5’ curves lie above the design-guide curve and the
‘20.25 Suns with n varying from 1 to 3.5’ curve falls

below the design guide, as they respectively have more
and less index gradation compared to the area
reduction factor. The generalized design-guide curve
is given as:

E ¼ Emax 1� 1

1þ 0:02 RM2

N

� 	
H

� 	40M
0
B@

1
CA ð8Þ

where M = nout
nin

= rin
rout

, N = 1
nin

� 1
nout

, and R = 1
rout

� 1
rin
.

The above design guide characterizes how the effi-
ciency, as in the concentrating action of the AGILE,
changes with the height and can be used to create various
immersion graded concentrators depending on the
application requirements. The AGILE is scale invariant as
described above. Therefore, the height optimization study
is also scalable, and this generalized result in Eq. 8 can be
applied to various geometrical concentrations and
refractive index ratios, as these Pareto function curves fall
above, below, or track the optimum performance.

Practical AGILE design
For photovoltaic (PV) systems where the light enters the

input aperture in air (RI ≈ 1) and is absorbed in a high-index
PV material (e.g. silicon with a RI ≈ 3.5), theoretical passive
concentration (i.e., capturing light without tracking the
movement of the source) given by Eq. 1 is (3.52/12) =12.25.
Achieving this level of passive concentration requires
development of materials with broadband transparency and
having low to high indices creating a large range of RI
spread. In this section we discuss realistic AGILE designs as
compared to the theoretical simulations presented so far,
i.e., available broadband transparent optical materials with a
wide range of indices, the trade off between concentration
and the available graded index range in the AGILE design,
other practical features include tile-able/tessellated input
apertures to maximize space and light capture, and an
optimum height design drawing on the results of the height
optimization.

Fabrication
Robust, broadband transparent, and inexpensive graded

RI materials were critical to the success of the AGILE. We
have designed and fabricated two variations of AGILE
prototype: a pyramid of stacked glass flats, and a cluster of
cones filled with polymer layers of different RI26. The
fabricated pyramid with a square-cross section is a tile-able
design and the rotational symmetric polymer array made
by overlapping cone shapes has a tile-able/tessellated input
aperture as well - going from hexagons at the input to
circles at the output. Prototype designs are seen in Fig. 4a,
b. After extensive material search, selection, and char-
acterization, broadband transparent optical glasses were
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found to be available having index of 1.5 to 2, and broad-
band transparent UV curable polymers having an index of
1.46 to 1.625. Broadband transparent in this application
means high optical transmission across the solar spectrum
from about ~300 nm to beyond ~1200 nm. Graded index
materials were fabricated as layers of different indices using
the different glasses and the different polymers selected;
and this was an approximation (verified via simulations) to
the theoretical continuous gradient refractive index
according to Eq. 3. For practicality of fabrication, we have
used graded index layers. A hyperbolic refractive index
profile matches the as-fabricated linear sidewalls of the
devices as informed by Eq. 6. The refractive indices of
different glasses and polymers in the various layers across
the height of the devices fabricated are shown in Fig. 4c
(glass pyramid) and Fig. 4d (polymer cluster) along with
the matching theoretical continuous hyperbolic gradient
index according to Eq. 6 for comparison.

Materials and methods
Glass pyramid fabrication
The pyramid was made out of different optical glass

flats, varying in index from 1.5 to 2 (list of glasses from
Ohara Corp. in appendix B in the supplementary file).
After an extensive search, these glasses were chosen from
available optical-quality glasses, such that they have
similar thermal expansion and glass transition tempera-
tures, high broadband transmission in the solar spectrum,
and RI evenly distributed in a wide range. To simplify
fabrication, we create structures with linear sidewall
geometry. The concentration efficiency difference
between AGILE with the ideal hyperbolic index profile
that matches a linear sidewall given in Eq. 6 and the
layered index profile we fabricated is very small. In Fig. 4 c
and d, we can compare how the selected material layers
compare to the nominal hyperbolic index profile. The
geometry of the pyramid was a square of side 14.5 mm
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Fig. 4 AGILE tile-able geometric designs and material selection of various different glasses and polymers having a large range of
refractive indices along with high optical broadband transmission to create the graded index layers used in the prototypes. AGILE
structures with tile-able input surfaces: a pyramid with square cross section and b cluster of 7 overlapping cones. Height axis going from input
aperture to output aperture is shown, which is true for both a and b. Refractive index gradation from low to high in the two structures along height
of the device: c in the glass pyramid and d in the polymer cluster. The larger apertures at the top have a lower refractive index and the bulk material
is graded to increase to a higher refractive index at the smaller apertures at the bottom. In graphs c and d, we compare the refractive indices of the
different glasses and polymers used in the layers across the height of the fabricated AGILE devices (the steps) to the theoretical continuous
hyperbolic index as per Eq. 6 (the dotted curves).
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down to a square of 8.5 mm giving a concentration of 3,
along a total height of 8 mm with 8 glass layers, with each
flat 1 mm thick. Glasses were cut into squares, polished on
both sides, and rigorously cleaned. Bonding these differ-
ent glass flats was a challenging task- melting glasses in a
Kiln, silicate bonding27, diffusion bonding in a hot press28,
anodic bonding29, and bonding using SoG (Spin-on-
Glass)30 were attempted. We built a pressure vice for the
glass flats using Teflon pins and a high-pressure
mechanical vise. Direct bonding of the polished flats
after plasma treatment and anodic bonding using a vol-
tage (upto 30 kV) and heat were attempted. However,
these attempts did not create the mechanically robust
bonded glass stack that is necessary for machining. For
the interfaces that were not anodically bonded, optical
quality glue was used in between the glass flats to fill in
any non-flat imperfections while being held in place under
the pressure vise to remove excess glue, and this suc-
cessfully created a robust graded index glass material
layered from RI of 1.5 to 2. The fringe pattern before
adding the glue was noted and was used to calculate the
spacing between the non-ideal polished flats. There were
wedges and curves seen in the fringe pattern which indi-
cated non-uniform spacing and the maximum spacing was
calculated to be 0.8 microns. The pyramid shape was
micro-machined in this glass stack. To make the sidewalls
reflective and not just dependent on total internal reflec-
tion, the pyramid’s sidewalls were coated with aluminium.
The pyramid’s fabrication flow can be seen in Fig. 5.

Polymer cluster fabrication
For the experimental demonstration of AGILE using

polymers, broadband transparent UV curable optical
polymers were chosen. The single AGILE structure had
the issue that in order to collect all the light at the output,
it had to be directly fabricated on or optically bonded to
the photodetector with an appropriate anti-reflection
coating. In a back-to-back AGILE, measurements of

transmission were easier because the transmitted power
was back in a low-index medium, i.e., air, so a photo-
detector with a standard AR (Anti-Reflection) coating was
sufficient. In a back-to-back AGILE, light went from a
larger aperture to smaller and then back to larger, thereby
proving the concentration effect. The single AGILE was
the basic structure to be demonstrated, the back-to-back
AGILE was made for solely testing purposes and repre-
sents the ideal AGILE concentrator fabricated directly on
a detector. An array structure was made – AGILE back-
to-back array of 7 overlapping cones at the input that
decrease from a diameter of 7 mm to 4mm and increase
back to 7mm over a height of 10 mm having a con-
centration of 3 Suns (calculation of the over-lapping input
aperture area in appendix C in supplementary file). Three
structures are presented in Fig. 6c: 2 Suns AGILE cone
(diameter of 7 mm to diameter of 5 mm, and index var-
iation from 1.46 to 1.56), 3 Suns (7 overlapping cones of
diameter of 7 mm to diameter of 4 mm) back-to-back
AGILE with 10 layers (index variation from 1.46 to 1.56),
and 3 Suns back-to-back AGILE with 12 layers variation
(index variation from 1.46 to 1.625). The AGILE array is
an extension of demonstration of the 2 Suns AGILE to 3
Suns (diameter of 7 mm to diameter of 4 mm). UV curable
polymers having different indices were cured volume-
trically layer by layer in polished aluminium cone shapes
to create the AGILE prototypes31. Appendix D in sup-
plementary file gives the fabrication steps used for creat-
ing these graded index polymer stacks.

Discussion and results
Characterization and results of the glass and polymer
AGILEs
In characterizing the glass pyramid performance, care

was taken to establish optical contact between the pyr-
amid and the photodetector using an index matching
liquid with RI of 1.7 (Cargille Labs). This RI value is not
ideal but chosen because index matching liquids with

a

2mm

b c

Fig. 5 Fabrication steps of graded index glass pyramid concentrator. Glass pyramid fabrication steps, a thin glass slabs of different refractive
indices bonded together and the pyramid shape machined in the stack. Seen in the corners is the ‘checkerboard’ pattern, which is an optical illusion
due to graded index layers, b aluminium deposited on the sidewalls, c pyramid in optical contact with solar cell absorbs and concentrates most of
the incident light and appears dark.
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higher values are corrosive to the high-index glass of the
pyramid at the output and these liquids need to be han-
dled as hazardous materials, or the liquids have colour,
i.e., not broadband transparent. The fabricated AGILEs
were tested by comparing the amount of laser light
reaching the photodetector via a fixed aperture area (input
aperture of AGILE) with and without the AGILE to
evaluate the concentrator performance. The measure-
ment set-up is depicted in Fig. 6a, which includes a red
HeNe laser, beam expander, a rotational stage, a holder
for AGILE, and a photodetector. Details of the measure-
ment set-up and the test procedure are given in appendix
E in the supplementary file.
It can be seen from Fig. 6b that the two set of glass

pyramid simulation results match in performance with the
set of experimental results. There are, at least, two major
distinct ways of measuring light concentration through a
pyramid shape across different incidence angles. This is due
to the fact that unlike the cone cluster the pyramid does not
have rotational symmetry. The two set of results for the
pyramid shape are (1) the angular measurements done with
rotation along the side of square input aperture of the
pyramid (annotated as ‘0° rotation’ in Fig. 6b), and (2) the
rotation along the diagonal of the square input aperture of

the pyramid (annotated as ‘45° rotation’ in Fig. 6b). The
pyramid’s 45° rotation optical transmission results are
slightly lower than the 0° rotation results. This lower
transmission can be accounted for by the corner reflection
action of the pyramid which may increase the number of
bounces of the rays, adding losses, and which is not present
when only rotating/pivoting along the sides of the pyramid.
Measurements were re-done and verified using green and
blue LED sources and under a solar simulator and they
track the results measured using the HeNe laser; proving
broadband transmission and function as a solar con-
centrator. Ray tracing simulations of the pyramid con-
centrator performance are shown in Fig. 6b, together with
experimental results. The losses at each intersection/inter-
face in the layered structure were taken into account in the
simulation by including the indices and thicknesses of
the glass flats and the index matching layer. Light left the
pyramid from the last glass layer of RI 2 then entered
the 0.2 micron index matching liquid of RI 1.7, and then the
silicon material of the detector with RI of about 3.5, in that
sequence. The lower transmission performance of the
pyramid as compared to the simulations was due to the fact
that there are thin adhesive layers in between the glasses,
the material loss of the structure, and the coatings on the
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Fig. 6 Measurement set-up and experimental performance of the glass and polymer concentrators. a Schematic of the measurement set-up,
b glass pyramid experimental performance, and c polymer AGILE experimental performance, both for 3 Sun concentration, i.e., light incident on the
glass and polymer AGILE prototypes was successfully concentrated in 3x smaller areas at the output.
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solar cell detector, which were not accounted for in the
simulations. At normal incidence, the simulation predicts a
transmission of about 0.83. In comparison, the highest
transmission experimentally measured at normal incidence
through the pyramid is about 0.72.
As seen in Fig. 6c, the back-to-back polymer AGILE

structures gave very good performance and were able to
concentrate most of the light that was incident on the
7mm diameter circular aperture through the smaller
4mm diameter aperture half way along the axis in each
cone of the cluster. The experimental concentration effi-
ciencies should have been similar for the single AGILE and
for the glass pyramid when compared to the back-to-back
results, but reflections at the AGILE-photodetector inter-
face led to reduced transmission, as seen in Fig. 6c. This
lower transmission highlights the importance of optical
and mechanical bonding and immersion between the
AGILE and the detector. An ideal AGILE system includes
fabrication of the AGILE directly on top of a solar cell
detector, for perfect light capture, propagation, and con-
version. The curves in Fig. 6c show a roughly sinusoidal
modulation on the transmission through the AGILE. This
harmonic modulation was more pronounced with a single
wavelength than with a broadband illumination, typical of
interference effects. To estimate the layer thickness d in
this Fabry-Perot type resonance effect, 2πm ¼ 4πnf d cosθ

λ
with the RI of the layer, i.e., nf = 2, m = integer = 1, λ =
632.8 nm, and θ = 0°; we find d = 157 nm, which is about
the approximate antireflection coating/passivation layer
thickness on a standard solar cell/detector. Constructive
interference at the transmission side is due to the different
resonant wave-fronts that arrive in phase, enhancing the
signal at specific incidence angles and opposite for
destructive interference dips. This also means that the
harmonic variation is not caused by the graded index layers
in the back-to-back AGILE, where layers of different types
of polymers over a height of 20mm make each layer 2mm
thick in the 10 layer cluster and 1.67mm thick in the 12
layer one. As expected, the transmission curves through all
AGILE devices fall between those of the conical clusters’
4mm diameter (output aperture) and the 7mm diameter
(input aperture) theoretical maximum curves (red and
green dotted lines). It was noteworthy that the back-to-
back AGILE results (blue line with square symbols) follow
the theoretical maximum cosine projection curve quite
well over the full angular range (for example, at normal
incidence, experimentally measured transmission through
the polymer cluster is ~ 0.93, i.e., over 90% efficiency). The
results demonstrate that light incident from all angles on
the AGILE cluster was successfully concentrated in 3x
smaller area.
Even though the inspiration for AGILE design did not

come from nature, there are features of AGILE that can be
found in the retina of fish (e.g. Gnathonemus) and compound

eyes in insects (e.g. Lepidoptera), where a gradient index is
present as anti-reflection to maximize transmission as well as
to enable camouflage32,33. The human eye lens is also a
layered structure of gradient RI ranging from about 1.406 to
1.38634, i.e., has (RI ratio)2 of 1.03. We have taken the gra-
dient immersion index idea further and designed and fabri-
cated devices with (RI ratio)2 of up to 2, pushing the limit
seen in nature, the fiber optics industry, or research35–37.

Conclusions
Immersion-graded-index optics as an effective non-

tracking optical concentrator was conceptualized, simu-
lated, and fabricated. The design choice of 1:1 aspect ratio
of height to input diameter of the AGILE structure was
found to ensure a good compromise between maximizing
light-capture and minimizing the device height. We pre-
sent a generalized design-guide equation relating the
refractive indices and the geometry, which can be used to
create various immersion-graded optical concentrators.
Search for appropriate broadband transparent materials

and innovation of several fabrication techniques with
multiple iterations were needed to create defect free
materials with a large graded RI range. Approximating the
ideal gradient index with a discrete stepped index yields
results that are close to the theoretical maximum. The
AGILE prototypes: the glass pyramid made by stacking of
various different glass flats and the polymer array of over-
lapping cones made in an aluminium stencil, experimen-
tally demonstrated a passive concentration of 3 Suns. The
simple to test and verify, back-to-back AGILE array
tracked the cosine theta theoretical maximum across all
incidence angles. Difference between the results of single
and back-to back devices brought home the importance of
optical contact between the concentrator and the detector/
solar cell, i.e., immersion. More sophisticated AGILE
designs involve the incorporation of lens-top surface to
increase light collection; sub-wavelength nano-structuring,
porosity, and aerogels to create the low index side;38–43 top
surface strengthening for exposure to environment;44

functionalized nano-particle filler layers45 and nano-
structuring46,47 with passivation in the PV cell to create
the high values of the RI, i.e., to increase the range of
graded index; an optimized sidewall profile matching the
index profile used according to Eq. 4; and a 3D gradient
index in both axial and radial directions to decrease height
of the concentrator and to eliminate the need of a reflec-
tive sidewall.
Successful optical quality fabrication and demonstration

of concentrators using polymers: (1) enable lightweight-
design-flexible structures and ability to fabricate directly on
textured solar cells/detectors, (2) provide effective encap-
sulation and inexpensive panel packaging along with the PV
costs offset by the optical concentration, and (3) allow
possibility of large-scale manufacturing using spray coating,
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auto pipetting, multiscale imprint, casting, molding, and 3D
printing48. Results of the functional prototypes demonstrate
that immersion graded index technology can improve the
way we concentrate and couple light many fold. The AGILE
has the potential to greatly improve opto-electronic systems
by reducing cost, increasing efficiency, providing a scalable
concentration system with built-in anti-reflection and
encapsulation without the need for tracking.
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